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Hey BACers, 

 

Another update from your beloved swim team!  Hopefully things have seemed a little less crazy the past few 

days, even if our current situation is taking a lot of time getting used to 

 

PLAN FOR SPRING 
We don’t have anything definitive for you yet on our plans for the spring.  Obviously, we’re highly dependent 

on school district pools for practice, so as long as those are closed you can expect that we won’t be operating 

as well.  It’s likely that our ‘updates’ for a while won’t have too much to update with regards to a start date, 

but we’ll have other information for you. 

 

#StayBACtive ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
We talked about this last week, and we started to get a few submissions over the weekend.  But we know (at 

least we hope!) that there are more BACers out there staying active and exercising.  Send in those pics or post 

your own and use the #StayBACtive hashtag! 

 

BAC SENDING OUT DRYLAND FOR SWIMMERS 
We mentioned this a little bit in our Thursday update last week, but it’s been really interesting following the 

development of dryland activities as it relates to USA Swimming insurance.  A number of BAC coaches are 

active on Facebook forums, and we’ve had some strategy and support meetings through Zoom with coaches 

from around Wisconsin.  Drew and the WI LSC General Chair – an EBSC coach named Van Donkersgood – have 

really been pushing USA Swimming for more guidance.  They just posted updated information – available 

HERE if you’re curious – but the main upshot is that any activity (dryland included) needs to be “conducted 

under direct and active supervision of a member coach”.   

 

Consequently, we will NOT be sending out anything that says ‘you should/have to do X dryland’.  We aren’t 

able to send out ‘this is great dryland for X practice group’ and we aren’t able to run and ‘practice along with 

us’ dryland workouts over the internet.   

 

Instead, we’ve compiled a list (attached here and posted on the COVID-19 page of the BAC web) of some 

dryland options that are out there.  These are NOT official BAC practices or workouts, we’re basically just 

pointing you towards some 3rd party dryland providers that your swimmers might enjoy.   

 

 

Stay safe, stay active, and GO BAC! 

SPRING SESSION 

UPDATE:  3/24 

https://www.usaswimming.org/docs/default-source/coronavirus-resources/usa-swimming-covered-activities-032320656c50fa6cbc6a0a9b57ff00009030c2.pdf

